FIXED FLAIL
MULCHER

The EZ‐FF Range of Fixed Flail Forestry Mulcher are the latest addi on to the
EZ Machinery line of Mulchers. Engineered to work eﬃciently across a range of
excavators from 8 to 30 Tonnes. It is the perfect tool for property maintenance, land
clearing, heavy vegeta on management, or to create a defensible space in areas
where bushfires are a threat.

Like all EZ Machinery Mulcher a achments,
the robust design is eﬃcient, durable, and
low maintenance. Cu ng capacity up to 200
mm con nuous. With the addi on of the
FF Range, to the Mulcher line up,
EZ Machinery is con nuing to innovate the
Australian
Forestry
and
Vegeta on
Management a achment market

Phone: 1300 736 982
www.ezmachinery.com.au

54 Kabi Circuit, Deception Bay
Q ld 4508

FIXED FLAIL
MULCHER
A hydraulic motor is matched to the hydraulic output of your Machine for superior power
delivery. The direct drive coupling eliminates high maintenance belts and pulleys. This
ensures you get the maximum performance from your mulcher using your standard
hydraulic system. The Machines are fi ed with two main high pressure hoses for hydraulic
inlet and outlet, and in most cases, don’t require a case drain.
Each machine comes with a custom built hitch to suit your machine (Excavator, Backhoes
and Skid Steer), avoiding any unnecessary wear on the pins or bushes. Skid steer loaders
may incur a small addi onal cost for the hitch.
This Machine also comes with a built‐in thumb saddle that when combined with the
op onal hydraulic thumb grab, can easily pick up and remove obstacles such as mber and
rocks. The thumb saddle can also be used to drag material out of the way without
damaging the mulcher body if a thumb saddle is not fi ed to the dipper arm.
The Mulchers are locally designed and manufactured in Brisbane, Australia to suit
Australian condi ons, this means that they are equipped to do the job you need with
amazing durability.
MODEL

75-EZFF

100-EZFF

125EZFF

Working Width

750mm

900mm

1000m

Weight

550g

950kg

1100kg

No of Flails

20

26

32

Thumb saddle

Yes

Yes

Yes

Excavator Size

8-12t

12-20 t

20t+

Material

150mm

200 mm

250 mm

Hydraulic Flow
Range

95LPM +

120 LPM +

180 LPM +

Max Pressure

240 bar

240 bar

240 bar

Drum Speed

2000-2400 rpm

2000-2400 rpm

2000-2400 rpm

For further informaƟon on the range of Mulchers including specificaƟons and warranty
call 1300 736 982.

www.ezmachinery.com.au

